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Executive Summary
This deliverable contains a report of project activities throughout the first year of the
project (M1-M12). The report reviews project objectives and reports per Work
Package completed, on-going and upcoming work, feeding to the project objectives.
It also captures use of resources for the same period and follow-up recommended
actions undertaken by the consortium as a result of the month 9 project review
comments.
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1 Explanation of the work carried out by the beneficiaries
and Progress Overview
This periodic report gives an overview of the project activities in the first 12 months of the
project.

1.1 Objectives
In today’s cloud datacenters the physical system is composed of individual server units
encompassing processing, memory, accelerators and storage resources. However, this
arrangement incurs a significant waste of these resources as well as inefficient power
utilization, due to the inherent inability to closely match user IT requirements to the
resources available within a single server or sets of servers. The challenge in this
arrangement is to be more efficient, flexible and agile with these resources. dReDBox
aspires to remedy this by moving from today’s server-as-the-unit model to a pooledcomputing model, enabling an arbitrary sizing of disaggregated IT resources, deploying
them where and when required, to more closely match cloud user requirements. By doing
so, dReDBox aims to transition cloud to unprecedented efficiency levels while lowering
power consumption.
Commensurate with the high-level mission stated above, dReDBox has set tangible
objectives across five areas overarching the target innovation outcome and anticipated
impact of the project. As the project takes a vertical, cross-stack approach, the first
objective addresses entire system prototyping and use-case proof of value
demonstration.
Objective 1: dReDBox aims to design and develop a vertical approach for a flexible
modular datacentre-in-a-box architecture starting from the hardware platform and
delivering enhanced elasticity, aiming at decreasing datacentre Total Cost of
Ownership. It will evaluate this in a variety of use-cases.
The dReDBox design will attempt to redefine the datacenter hardware building blocks by
creating mainboard trays with homogeneous components that form resource pools. The
dReDBox trays have resource capacity, physical dimensions and interconnect scale
according to the target deployment. dReDBox will feature a scalable hypervisor layer and
orchestration software that will abstract all resource pools and will assign resources to
virtual machines. The dReDBox prototype is intended to be fully functional, able to
execute via commodity virtual machines and aiming at demonstrating specific and diverse
application use-cases. In dReDBox, virtual machine memory contents will not have to be
copied as the memory will be interconnected and remapped to a new set of processor
allocation. Moreover, in case a virtual machine needs more memory, it can simply get it
until available datacenter resources are depleted. dReDBox aims to significantly improve
the capital and operational costs thanks to tying the pay-as-you-grow model much more
tightly to actual hardware utilization (i.e. CPU, memory, storage) and decrease of the
required power budget. In dReDBox resource orchestration tools have a fine-grained
overview of resource usage, aiming also at the ability to completely switch-off
independent components not used on each tray.
Measure of success: Showcasing of beyond-state-of-the-art memory scale-up, dynamic
peripheral/accelerator attachment and zero-movement virtual resource migration for the
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three target use-cases on top of the integrated dReDBox prototype.
As part of achieving the above overarching goal, the project aims to progress state-of-theart in constituent parts of its novel architecture, namely in system interconnect, remote
memory and peripherals, virtualization and platform/resource management. The
following four objectives are aligned with this goal setting.
Objective 2: dReDBox aims to deliver a scalable, latency-driven network architecture,
featuring a scalable ultra-low latency, high-bandwidth, low footprint and low power
consumption all-optical circuit switch.
The project aims to deliver design, analysis and evaluation of a network architecture able
to interconnect bricks (processing, memory) within and between trays as well as
interfaces to the external (out of the box) network. The aim is to study the range of
processing units that can be supported when considering various network architectures
and technologies for system interconnection, the number of bricks per tray and the
number of trays per rack. High-speed and low latency optical and electrical switching will
be used for inter and intra-tray communication respectively, delivering as low as 5-10nsec
port-to-port latency. The optical switch aims to scale up to 96 optical ports in a 2U-high
module while occupying <200cm2 footprint and requiring as low as 50mW/port. These
targets represent a factor of 2 improvement in port density and energy efficiency.
Switching will accommodate low loss optical interconnects between trays. The switch
aims to support protocols to deliver optimal performance.
Measure of success: Blueprint and feasibility/cost/scalability study of target system
interconnect architecture, including protocol support/extensions. Evaluation of blueprint
prototype interconnect in terms of data- and control-path performance and reliability.
Objective 3: dReDBox aims to deliver transparent access to remote memory modules
with minimal latency, novel remote interrupt delivery support for Direct Memory
Access Transfers between CPUs and disaggregated peripherals and deep softwaredefined programmability facilitating fine-grained, dynamic wiring of components and
mapping of disaggregated memory.
dReDBox aims to use SoC-based micro-servers and memory bricks and aims to prototype
necessary hardware glue logic in FPGAs to interconnect them over the optical network.
An important glue logic challenge is to introduce minimum latency (targeting less than
100ns FPGA logic) through protocol acceleration and offloading. In addition to protocol
acceleration dReDBox aims to further disaggregate VM communication from hypervisor,
which will allow any VM to access any resource on any datacenter component. For
improved performance, part of this communication will be accelerated in hardware.
Hardware glue logic needs to be dynamically configured to appropriately set networking
information for the optical network based on the current memory address destination. To
that end, novel software-defined layering, protocols and techniques are aimed to be
employed for hardware state lookup and deep hardware programmability.
In dReDBox, peripheral pools will feature a local set of DMA controllers and master SoC
micro-servers that will run the appropriate driver software. In the hypervisor context,
processors that execute virtual machine code will remotely control peripheral drivers.
Therefore, the subsequent peripheral pool DMA programming will result in transfer of
buffers to the disaggregated memory. After the transfer is completed, the remote
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processors need to be notified via an interrupt as currently happens with DMA transfers.
Typically, this is provided by the OS and the underlying hardware and as such the changes
will be transparent to existing applications, thus canceling the need for application porting
to allow end-users to leverage this feature.
Measure of success: Showcasing and performance evaluation of transparent remote
memory and peripheral/acceleration in bare-metal emulation and prototype platforms.
Objective 4: dReDBox aims to deliver a Type-1 fully-fledged hypervisor on top of the
dReDBox platform, with innovative support for segmentation and an appropriately
revisited design of virtual memory ballooning subsystem for elastic distribution of
disaggregated memory, disaggregation of peripherals via multiplexing over
disaggregated
memory
interfaces
and
hot-pluggable
operation
of
compute/memory/peripheral bricks.
Hypervisor support in dReDBox aims to be able to bootstrap on the SoC micro-servers
using the small amount of locally attached memory and will be controlled via a dedicated
control network interface. Prior to having any virtual machines loaded for execution, the
hypervisor will segment and map the SoC, memory, peripheral and optical network
resources. Novel system software techniques like virtual memory ballooning are aimed to
be extended to benefit from the disaggregated memory infrastructure and used to allow
virtual machine guests to dynamically reserve or release memory, thus providing for
extreme elasticity and topping up system hardware resource utilization. dReDBox also
aims at appropriately extending the hypervisor split driver interface (virtio) to explore
disaggregation of peripherals, effectively multiplexing peripheral communication over the
memory disaggregation infrastructure (interfaces, adaptation logic and optical
interconnect). dReDBox also aims to explore discovery, operation, and management of
function-bricks for cost-optimal, pool-constrained upgradability, failure-detection and
recovery.
Measure of success: Showcase OS/hypervisor capability of dynamic VM sizing and
migration, dynamic addition/removal of remote memory and disaggregation of
peripherals, on emulated platform and on prototyping platforms.
Objective 5: dReDBox aims to deliver a software-defined global memory and peripheral
resource management, as part of a resource manager that will make use of the
underlying software-defined memory and network control facilities to program the
Memory Management Units and configure optical network state as appropriate for
memory segments and peripherals to be attached to user processes or virtual machines.
The resource manager is also intended to offer fine-grained power management and
power-aware resource management/scheduling, while integrating with standard
interfaces and APIs to market-leading cloud and cluster orchestration and management
tools.
Disaggregated memory components that are located on one or more trays need to be
reserved, interconnected and mapped to datacenter micro-servers in a consistent
manner. dReDBox aims to develop a resource manager that will make of use the
underlying software-defined memory and network control facilities to program the
Memory Management Units and configure optical network state as appropriate for
memory segments and peripherals to be attached to user processes or virtual machines.
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The resource orchestration software will have a global overview of resource and power
utilization and thorough per component control using hardware platform protocols (e.g.
IPMIv2). All parameters are aimed to be studied and a system will be theoretically
formulated. As a result, dReDBox aims to deliver a resource scheduler with a theoretically
proven optimal power management. The low-level resource and power management of
dReDBox will aim to implement standard interfaces and APIs exposed by market-leading
resource and cloud management software.
Measure of success: Blueprint specification of hardware and software units, including
specification of hardware/software interfaces and user/resource-management
Application Programming Interfaces. Showcasing of dynamic allocation and scheduling of
target applications over pools of disaggregated resources, including power management.

1.2 Explanation of the work and progress per WP
1.2.1 Work Package 1: Project Management
Work Package 1 is tasked with execution of dReDBox in conformity with the EC Grand
Agreement and the Consortium Agreement, to negotiate any necessary changes to these
agreements during the project, and to manage risk and perform contingency planning so
that the project reaches its goals. It also serves the goal of enhancing the communication
flow both within the consortium and between the consortium and the EC project officer,
to organize consortium meetings, organize and overlook quality control procedures.
As part of its reporting and deliverable tracking task, Table 1 depicts he list of deliverables
due to be submitted by M12 of the project and their respective status. The status of
accepted deliverables corresponds to respective EC communication via the M9 Review
Report. All deliverables have been submitted without significant delays. Deliverable D1.2
(present report) has been submitted delayed by 13 days due to inherent delay in collecting
from partners and reporting full year-1 effort figures prior to year-end. Also, as the M9
Review recommended showing stronger coherency among WP2 deliverables, the
consortium has been undertaking actions to address this comment in the content
presented in deliverable D2.4 and therefore its submission is pending (due Dec 31, 2016).
The consortium is actively working on finalizing D2.4 and submitting it within days. Two
of the accepted deliverables, specifically D2.1 and D2.3 have been revised, following
recommendations received during the M9 Review meeting. Post review meeting and per
the M9 Review Report, the consortium has been asked to revise D2.6 to make it consistent
with the revisions in the aforementioned deliverables. The consortium is implementing
this requested changes in D2.6 to present an updated version prior to the next review
meeting, as mandated in the M9 Review Report.
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Table 1 - List of deliverables due by M12

The list of milestones used by project management to track project progress is shown in
Table 2. Milestone 1 has been given the status of “achieved” per EC Communication via
the M9 Review Report. No further milestones were planned during the first year of the
project.

Table 2 - dReDBox list of milestones

Meetings and Communication Flow
The kick-off meeting, organized by IBM, on January 21-22, 2016 in Dublin (Ireland)
constituted a very good starting point for materializing the proposed set of work, fleshing
out details mainly associated with mapping to specific technology options and coming up
with a set of actionable work streams and initial assignment of responsibilities. The
sessions and discussions have been structured according to the governance structure
prescribed in the Consortium Agreement (CA) that has been put in place (work package
oriented sessions and task sets, led by respective work package leaders); also, the means
of information exchange and communication have been defined and subsequently put in
place (an elaboration of these is given later in this subsection). In addition, the first
meetings of the project leading bodies (Project Coordination Board (PCB) and Executive
Board (EB)) have taken place, where important decisions have been made, notably on
distribution and prioritization of planned work. The main topics of the technical
discussions have focused on identifying per component requirements in relation to
functional requirements and mapping thereof to commodity/trending technology
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offerings; also, on translating the added value to requirements and offerings posed by the
three use-cases.
The second project meeting, organized by NAUDIT, on May 12-13, 2016 in Madrid (Spain)
was devoted to evaluating and selecting the target technologies and vendor solutions for
the dReDBox prototype, as well as dimensioning the components (bricks/tray, tray size,
interconnect densities) and defining the fingerprints of cross-layer interfaces, protocols
and logical layout on selected hardware. To maximize the benefit of the two days face-toface discussions, the consortium agreed to structure a considerable fraction of the Madrid
meeting around parallel break-out sessions co-/lead by the respective Work Package
leaders and with respective partner representatives actively participating, namely:
 Applications Session (WP2/WP6), where targeted profiling and design points of target
use-cases have been discussed, as well as simulation tools and affinity of outcome to
system design decisions.


Architecture Session (WP2), where architecture design details have been further
discussed and put into consensus agreement, in light of the technology options
available (primarily for target SoC and memory technologies for the prototype).



System Software Session (WP4), where status, prototyping and challenges in
hypervisor extensions, resource manager interfaces and software-defined memory
management have been discussed. A first version of the platform emulator has been
showcased and further discussed during this session.



Platform Integration Session (WP5), where technology and availability constraints and
design options have been discussed, leading to decisions towards materialization of
the target prototype.

The third project meeting took place on 4–5 October, 2016, in Brussels, hosted by IBM.
During the first day of the meeting, updates and status of tasks across active work
packages have been presented. In WP2, presentations and discussions focused on
simulation and architecture decisions. In WP3, the discussions have focused on designs
for the accelerator module and programming interfaces to be used, as well as
implementation details regarding interfaces between the Processing System and the
Programmable Logic of the dReDBox target prototyping System-On-Chip. In WP4, the
consortium discussed progress and open issues in hypervisor support for remote memory
access; also, a session has been devoted in presenting details of two evaluation boards
carrying the Xilinx Ultrascale+ Zynq MPSoC that have been recently been made available
(or otherwise announced), to create consortium awareness and motivate relevant
partners to consider procuring and integrating against such boards. In WP5, the Work
Package Leader gave an update on progress and status on hardware integration, whereby
cross-cutting issues with WP3 and WP6 have also been discussed. Last, day-1 of the
plenary meeting covered WP6 applications and use-cases, whereby use-case
requirements posed to system software have been reiterated and refined. The second
day of the meeting has been devoted to final preparations for the review meeting that
took take place on October 6, 2016 in Brussels.
The next plenary meeting is scheduled to take place on February 9-10, 2017 in Barcelona
(ES), to be hosted by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center partner.
As part of the agenda of all plenary meetings, a session involving all partners has been
dedicated to revisiting the list of initially identified and new risks, re-assessing the extent
to which they apply throughout project execution and documenting potential contingency
plans, should these need to be put in action (does not apply so far).
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At the onset of the project, a complementary and complete set of tools has been put in
place to facilitate internal exchange and management of knowledge. Specifically, IBM has
created and kindly provided access to all consortium members to its online, secure
document sharing facility named Box. The data repository allows to easily but securely
create, edit and review documents among consortium partners in real-time or on-the-go
and keeps the project moving forward, with handy features like collaborative editing,
versioning and fine-grained access controls. The dReDBox Box space is the central internal
repository for document exchange, including editing of deliverables and design drafts,
communication material, scientific dissemination manuscripts, related art and literature
sharing, up-to-date information of consortium contacts, meeting minutes and
information, and hierarchical archiving of deliverables. IBM has also put in place a
comprehensive set of mailing lists, operating on top of its mailing service infrastructure,
with membership to each mailing list on a need to know basis.
IBM has put in place appropriate templates for internal documentation and reporting,
including presentation templates for use in project meetings, document and spreadsheet
templates for quarterly reporting, project deliverables and unified templated external
communications. Also, Kinesense has put in place scorecard templates to keep track of
external dissemination and communication actions pursued as part of the project
activities. Last, an audio conferencing of global reach is being used for the numerous
conference calls taking place within and across work-packages, as well as plenary calls.
The aforementioned Box repository is being used to promptly share produced minutes
capturing all these calls, follow-up on action items and tracking standing sub-tasks and
issues.
Following the discussions during the kick-off meeting, a set of quality assurance standards
and procedures has been put in place for deliverables and external project
communication, led by IBM and FORTH. The set of compiled guidelines makes heavy use
of the template system discussed above and puts in place procedures and timelines for
quality assurance and reviewing of deliverables and gathering of activity reports,
dissemination/standardization/exploitation
actions,
resource
usage
and
travel/equipment expenses. The quality procedures are constantly monitored and
adjusted based on project needs and best practices.
In the first month of the project, the coordinator (IBM) has put in place a list of contact
details of all representatives of consortium partners operating within the project. The list
is actively maintained and is available to all partners in the data repository of the project.
It is organized per Work Package and also includes special sections for administrative and
finance representatives.
The day-to-day information exchange is done in several ways: (1) posting of comments
and documents to the collaborative workspace (IBM Box), (2) announcing new drafts of
documents and (3) online meetings. Also, UTH has put in place a code versioning system
(based on gitlab) hosting all developed software and to keep track of the code
contributions, updates, issues and bugs. In addition, the gitlab system provides means for
software documentation, pertaining to API specification and design blueprints versioning.
A schedule of periodic conference calls facilitates live communication and collaboration
between project partners. During these calls, partners discuss agreed agendas covering
progress and open technical and administrative issues, coordinate on joint addressing of
challenges and joint implementation and create sets of action items to address open
issues. Specifically, a project-wide conference call takes place on a monthly basis with all
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partners present. Within Work Packages and individual tasks, dense calls take place on a
bi-weekly basis. Also, clustered calls between partners across Work Packages take place,
facilitating collaboration and exchange of information across Work Packages. Project
Coordination Board conference calls have also taken place to discuss and prepare actions
of the consortium, such as discussing the M9 Review feedback and coordinating
implementation of recommended actions.
Amendments
At the onset of the project, the consortium had to deal with the unfortunate incident of
two partners of the consortium stating their intent to leave the project. As part of the
obligations within WP1, the consortium had to successfully renegotiate necessary
changes to the Grant Agreement to replace the necessary skills vital for project success,
specifically:
1) Former partner Compass EOS (CEOS) has become insolvent, thereby newly having
Polatis added as a new partner to the dReDBox consortium, effectively replacing CEOS
role and responsibilities in its entirety, except from the role of Work Package 3 Leader role
(WP3 Leader role will be taken over by University of Bristol).
2) Former partner Freescale (FSL) decided to leave the dReDBox consortium due to a
merge with another company. Sintecs took over all of the roles and responsibilities of FSL.
Sintecs carries the necessary expertise and resources to deliver in this additional role,
being a business partner to multiple leading SoC and electronics vendors (including former
Freescale now NXP).
The Grant Agreement amendment has also included the addition of two third parties
providing in-kind contributions (ICREA and UPC) to partner BSC and minor corrections to
typos in the initial Description of Work. Necessary changes in the standing Consortium
Agreement have been also undertaken. The entire amendment has been decided and
approved by the consortium, following the decision-making procedures prescribed in the
standing Consortium Agreement. Archive minutes of the oral/electronic decision-making
process are kept in the project data repository (IBM Box). The newly added partner
(Polatis) has participated to the first plenary meeting – past the date that the amendment
came in charge – and has been fully integrated to the project's communications,
information exchange and decision-making platforms.

1.2.2

Work package 2: Requirements and Architecture Specification, Simulations
and Interfaces
The main objective of WP2 is to drive creation of use-case driven requirements and KPIs
(Task 2.1), specification of architecture (Task 2.2), specification of interfaces and
feasibility/value studies (Task 2.3), feeding to all of the rest of technical work packages.
The work has commenced with breaking down use-cases/systems requirements and KPIs
and using these to refine the technological innovations proposed, feeding into the
specification of the vertical architectural blueprint of the dReDBox platform, as well as
specification of all cross-layer interfaces and module behavior. The major results of this
effort are deliverables documenting requirements and KPIs, a detailed specification of the
dReDBox platform architecture (spanning hardware, system software, and
orchestration/power management software), initial exploration of prototype
development constraints and technology choices in light of technological developments,
and a specification of interfaces and protocols among the various layers. The designs and
specifications produced in WP2 are feeding input to WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6 for intra-
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layer implementation (sub-system design, target KPIs) and interoperability/integration
(interfaces, protocols, system architecture).
The main tasks of WP2 over the first year of the project are the (i) requirements
specifications and identification of KPIs that are key to the three target use-cases (ii)
specification of the system architecture blueprint and implementing subsystems design,
(iii) specification of the various interfaces between involved components, (iv)
identification of key computational kernels or main functions that are representative of
target use-cases and applications and profiling thereof to understand their computational
and memory access needs and (v) use of targeted simulation to conduct feasibility studies,
early identification of architectural bottlenecks, and extrapolation of coarse-grain design
choices to the target platform. All partners have participated in all tasks and have
contributed commensurate to their planned effort.
Within the first months of WP2, an initial analysis of the target platform requirements in
terms of hardware capabilities, technology availability and integration requirements in
relation to target use cases and value proposition of the project has been carried out.
This analysis has been systematically structured to draw correspondence to the relevant
implementing Work Packages, namely to platform (WP5, Sintecs), memory (WP3,
FORTH/UoB), network (WP3, UoB/Polatis), resource management/orchestration and
OS/hypervisor (WP4, UTH/IBM/VOSYS) and application integration (WP6,
TID/KS/NAUDIT). The three applications have been analyzed, reporting actual use-cases
of high value and translating these use-cases to quantifiable application-level KPIs, such
as frame rate for the video analytics use-case (KS), private key lookup latency for
virtualized encryption services (TID) and traffic records analysed per second for network
analytics (NAUDIT).The outcome of these activities has been presented in the submitted
deliverables D2.1 ”Requirements Specification and KPIs (a)” and D2.2 ”Requirements
Specification and KPIs (b)”, including a concise market analysis reviewing state of art
systems and services commercially available today (based on information publicly
available), either taking a similar approach or featuring subset of the functionality and
advantages aimed by dReDBox.
The dReDBox system architecture has been gradually refined starting from a first design
outlined in the project proposal. Unlike traditional datacenters where the basic building
block is a monolithic computer node, the basic building resources in the dReDBox system
are called bricks. Each brick will be a standard hot-pluggable module. The dReDBox system
will be composed of three types of bricks: (a) compute brick – module with SoC that will
run bare-metal OS and virtual machines, (b) a memory brick – module with pool of memory
to be used as system memory by the compute bricks and (c) accelerator brick – module
based on FPGA logic. The combined dReDBox architecture (block diagram of tray
architecture shown in Figure 1) is a disaggregated rack-scale system that consists of
arbitrary types of bricks. The system is anticipated to be organized into standard 2U rack
tray units which will be rack-mountable. System resources are aimed to be connected via
four distinct networks: one low-latency high speed electrical network, one Ethernet
network, one low-latency high speed optical network, and one PCIe network will provide
connectivity between the different bricks. A visual representation of a first target version
of a dReDBox rack is shown in Figure 2. System software and orchestration tools that will
be used to provision, access and manage the system resources have been designed,
including a first iteration of their integration with standard cloud/cluster management
tools. Required changes/extensions to operating system/hypervisor software (KVM) have
been identified and translated to an actionable design; the latter two are feeding as high-
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level targets to Work Package 4 for design, prototyping and evaluation. Also, the system
software will implement a novel software-defined, remotely programmed memory control
facilitating memory access via the low-latency network. All these designs, covering system
architecture, design of sub-systems and implementation considerations have been
presented in detail in the submitted deliverable D2.3 “System Architecture Specification
(a)” and in deliverable D2.4 “System Architecture Specification (b)”, led by BSC.

Figure 1- Sample dReDBox tray architecture with multiple bricks interconnected through optical and electrical
interconnection networks, using a reconfigurable SoC as target brick processing unit.
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Figure 2 - dReDBox rack architecture with heterogeneous trays interconnected via hybrid optical and electrical
switches.

dReDBox is an ambitious project, in the sense that it spans both hardware and software
design and prototyping; also, it entails progress beyond state-of-the-art spanning almost
the entire datacenter software stack. The resulting execution challenges were realized
right at the conception of the project and have been addressed through an
implementation plan that prescribes a division of the target system to layers and a
specification of well-defined interfaces across cooperating layers. This facilitates parallel
progress across the technical specialization Work Packages (WP3, WP4 and WP5) and
aims to guarantee seamless integration at later phases of the project. As such, the
activities of WP2 during this reporting period have also entailed identification of target
layers (user, platform management, operating system and memory interconnect layer)
and delivered a first iteration of the specification of software and hardware interfaces
that facilitate interaction among or within layers. These contributions have been
presented in detail in the submitted deliverable D2.6 “Specification of layers, operational
semantics and cross-layer interfaces (a)”, led by IBM. In the same deliverable, BSC has
presented a first cut of a targeted simulation environment for design space exploration of
disaggregated memory architectures. It is based on using queue models to model the
behavior of processors and memory accesses and using accurate profiling metrics of
target applications. BSC, along with use-case providing partners, has also identified key
computational kernels of interest to disaggregated architectures, and delivered initial
application profiling results on state-of-the art computing systems. A preliminary analysis
of the sensitivity of the applications to memory latency has been carried out using the
developed simulation infrastructure.
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Milestone 1 (WP2) of the project featured the delivery of the dReDBox System
Architecture Specification. As outlined above (cf. Table 2), this goal has been
accomplished in the context of the respective tasks and milestone has been accordingly
marked as achieved.
Upcoming and ongoing WP2 tasks, focus on continuous refinements of the system
architecture and the set of cross-layer interfaces, leveraging finer-grained input resulting
from (a) constraints and refinement stemming from evaluation of sub-systems
prototyped in specialization Work Packages (WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6) and (b) ramp-up
and completion of simulation and emulation studies.

1.2.3 Work Package 3 – Optical Network and Memory hardware design and
development
The aim and goal of WP3 is to work on the key software/hardware technological elements
of the project associated with: a) the design and implementation of memory management
system using custom protocols b) the accelerator design and c) optical switch and end-toend network design, implementation and validation. WP3 is driven by the requirements,
specifications and architecture defined in WP2 and interacting with WP4, WP5 and WP6
on aspects associated with orchestration, hypervisor/OS/platform integration and
extensive experimentation and validation. WP3 started in M10 and as such at the time of
this deliverable is running for 3 months while has not yet officially completed any
deliverables or milestones.
Considering the extensive work to be pursued, WP3 has already started low level design
work as part of T3.1 on the memory controller interface, the glue logic hosted at the
programmable logic of the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ MPSoC and is required to provide the
link between the PS section of the embedded ARM processors (in the case of a compute
brick), the memory controller (in the case of the memory brick) and interact with the
network functions. This is an activity led by FORTH while BSC and UoB are also
contributing. The OVP platform is also used to simulate the memory management system
while using different configurations of compute/memory/accelerator bricks. As part of
the programmable logic low-level design under T3.1, another element is the low level
design of the data switching and forwarding from the glue logic to multiple high speed
I/Os by using a network on chip and standardized interfaces led by UoB. Methods for
offering both circuit as well as packet switching have been designed and some initial
development conducted. As part of T3.3 led by UoB and in partnership with POLATIS, UTH
and IBM, we have started defining the technologies to be used such as the mid-board
optics and initiated the design work on optical switch that can offer double the ports and
in turn the bandwidth density. Initial tests of the mid-board optics with FPGA-based
development kit have been conducted evaluating the performance of technology while
using optical switches and trialing the network architecture in terms of physical layer
performance over a number of hops. Also, to further investigate the benefits of the
architecture defined in WP2, further simulation studies are conducted to prove the
scalability and evaluate power consumption of the approach. So both active tasks, T3.1
and T3.3 are on track and following regular calls, we make solid progress.
Upcoming and on-going WP3 activities to be pursued in Year 2 relate to further low-level
design as well as implementation and simulation of IPs associated with all functions within
the programmable logic of the bricks. Also, further development of the optical switch is
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in the plan as well as additional characterization and tests of all the optical/optoelectronic technologies used to deliver the network. Once the first stable versions of the
IPs are simulated and then both software and hardware de-bugged, then we will proceed
with numerous stand-alone tests prior to integrating multiple IPs together. We will also
continue the simulation activities to evaluate the overall system performance.

1.2.4 Work package 4: System Software and Power Management for
Disaggregated Architectures
The goal of WP4 is to design and showcase the system software stack of the dReDBox
architecture. It consumes WP2 output in terms of requirements, KPIs, architecture
designs and interface specification to other subsystems to deliver on a) micro-server
operating system (OS) and hypervisor support (T4.1), b) software-defined memory control
entities and interfaces (T4.2), and c) resource management software (T4.3) and power
management (T4.4). WP4 interfaces heavily with WP5 to a) capture early and final power
consumption profiles and leverage power-optimization features and interfaces of microsservers and memory bricks (e.g. power-state, frequency scaling) and b) ingest a first
version of the bare-metal integrated hardware for the purpose of integration of WP4
software modules on the target platform. It also interfaces with WP3 to facilitate
hardware programmability via orchestration tools and necessary driver support on each
compute brick. Last, it interacts with WP6 for application integration with the
orchestration and on-brick system software, per target use-case needs.
The work on WP4 has been started as planned during month 1 of the project. In close
coordination with the relevant activities unfolding in WP2, the initial focus has been on
identifying necessary extensions to the target operating system and hypervisor (Linux
kernel and KVM respectively) to facilitate memory disaggregation. A block diagram
depicting the target software components and a high-level depiction of their interaction
is shown in Figure 3. UTH is actively working on a first working prototype of the SDMAgent, VOSYS work has focuses on extending the balloon driver and adapting it to the
target SoC architecture and IBM jointly with VOSYS has been working on memory-hotplug
support to extend to host system memory map with memory from the disaggregated
pool. Also, IBM and UTH have been working on designing and initial prototyping of the
resource management wrapping software-defined controllers. The submitted deliverable
D4.1 - starting from the high level architecture of D2.3 and with view in implementing the
interfaces and internal functionality of system software as presented in D2.6 - has
presented the internal structure, workings and sub-components of each high level
software component and described their scope and responsibilities. Also it has described
for each component seminal implementation decisions by describing their motivation and
associated limitations.
We have already taken initial steps for the exploitation of the derived software outcome
developed in WP4. Specifically, IBM and VOSYS have completed a working
implementation of memory hotplug for the target prototype SoC architecture (ARM64)
and have initiated the interaction with the target ecosystem (Linux Kernel Mailing List)
aiming at having the respective output integrated into the mainline kernel.
(https://lkml.org/lkml/2016/11/17/49)
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Figure 3 - Block diagram of key dReDBox system software and resource management modules

As a means of in system prototyping and directly transferable output to the final dReDBox
prototype, UTH has delivered a Rack-scale emulation platform based on QEMU that has
been extended to accurately emulate the remote memory hardware control and data
planes. The latter has been presented in deliverable D4.1 and is actively being
maintained/extended to further WP4 needs. It will also couple the simulation
environment developed in WP2 to facilitate benchmarking and application porting and
profiling. The components of emulation platform are briefly listed below:
a) Xilnx QEMU. The ZYNQ MP system model currently supports the following:
- Ethernet
- SDHCI/SD
- QSPI Controller
- UART
- SPI
- I2C
- DDR (No ECC)
- OCM
- APUs
- 4 x A53s
o AArch64 Support for: EL0, EL1, EL2 and EL3
o AArch32 Support for: EL0, EL1
- ARM GIC v2
- RPUs
o 2 x R5s
o Limited run time configuration
o No lock step fault capability
o Globally accessible TCM
o Interrupt Controller
XMPU
- ARM SMMU
Limited PMU specific inter-processor interrupt functionality
- PMU (Not supported in PetaLinux-Boot flow)
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All these models and peripherals are coded in C following TLM modelling. Since
Xilinx is primarily an FPGA, as a Reconfigurable SoC it supports any mix of
peripherals and different memory layouts
b) Uboot-loader. U-boot provides a command line interface and has a variety of
commands available. Among them there are commands that write and read from
designated physical addresses (MMU is off in U-Boot mode). In dReDBoX, we use Uboot to debug the disaggregated memory implementation by writing to relevant
addresses in a straight forward and highly controlled manner. For the DReDBox
emulation framework U-Boot has already been extended to support ZynQMP
automatic tftpboot which was not originally supported in the Xilinx version. Detailed
changes are visible in the dReDBox Gitlab (see below).
c) Linux-xlnx. This is the Xilinx Linux kernel which is a fork of Linux kernel version 4.4.0.
This kernel includes all the necessary support to boot on ZYNQMP. Getting a default
device tree from Xilinx, this kernel has been configured for use in dReDBox. Among
key configuration options, is the network boot over NFS and support virtualization
extensions.
d) RootFS. Rootfile system is exported over NFS to simplify development and dynamic
addition and execution of newly compiled executables without requiring reboots or
other transfers. This is currently very efficient method for early development but it is
going to hinder evaluation, because swapping pages to disk VS expanding access to
remote memory is going to be needed in comparisons. Rootfs has been developed
with Yocto Linux Project following open-embedded recipes.

The above can model with fine detail a full-fledged microserver. Each QEMU instance
bootstraps using all the aforementioned software and brings up a Linux based system at
console which emulates a single microserver instance. UTH developed a python
framework that automatically boots a user defined number of microserver instances, with
the aforementioned configuration support that will be all able to communicate with each
other over IP as well as with the main host and will share the same filesystem over NFS.
Figure 4 depicts the emulator components and how they are interconnected. We can also
define different net bridges to group components on Trays.

Figure 4 - dReDBox Rack-scale emulator for software development

As part of the respective task in WP4, UTH and IBM are actively working on designing the
internal implementation of the SDM controller, addressing challenges primarily on
extreme scalability and technology neutrality. IBM has also nearly completed a first
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mapping of the interface specification (WP2 input) of the resource manager to interfaces
exposed by the Openstack cloud management framework (nova) and is further
investigating the most viable way to integrate the dReDBox scheduling/resource
management functionality as part of Openstack, as well as facilitating power
management. The software artifacts produced within WP4 form excellent candidates to
influence open-source ecosystems around next generation disaggregated datacenters;
while doing so with loose code pollution constraints is highly likely to be easier for the
operating system/hypervisor contributions, the latter is highly likely not the case with
centralized management tools that are built and evolve to cover a multitude of datacenter
designs (disaggregated or not). Thereby, special care is taken to minimize changes in the
core Openstack interfaces and implementation.
Upcoming and ongoing WP4 tasks focus on continuing with delivery of early prototypes
of the operating system and hypervisor extensions, evaluated for correctness,
functionality and interoperability over the dReDBox emulation platform and which will be
continuously refined to accommodate constraints coming from underlying hardware
(initially using evaluation boards carrying the target SoC and programmable logic and later
tested on first prototypes of the dReDBox boards to be delivered by WP5). At high layers
of the stack, prototyping of the resource manager, integration with Openstack,
prototyping of the SDM controller will yield initial prototypes to be stress tested and
integrated with the rest of the platform. Task 4.4 dealing with power-management has
started in M12 project. It has started with initial designs of required mechanisms and
respective interfaces to integrate it with the rest of the orchestration ecosystem.

1.2.5 Work package 5: Platform Integration and Verification
WP5 aims to ensure that the different segments of the dReDBox hardware and software
technologies are integrated in a secure, reliable and efficient way to produce a complete
prototype system. To prove this, WP5 has defined and aims at realizing a testbed and
demonstrator that can validate the architectural concepts, through integration of the
software platform delivered under WP4 and the ultra-low latency optical network
infrastructure and protocols under WP3.
The work package's task 5.1 has started as planned in month 1 of the project. During this
period, this task has focused on evaluating from a feasibility and capability perspective
the technology options vs target KPIs trade-offs. Sintecs and partners have evaluated the
various options available for the target SoC (ASIC vs MPSOC) by analyzing flexibility
,capability and performance relevant to the dReDBox objectives, such as e.g. access to
memory buses from exposed pin interfaces, cache sizes, programmability of built-in
memory controllers, programmability of glue logic etc. Sintecs and FORTH have evaluated
options for memory technologies in addition to conventional DDR3/4, with a special focus
to technologies exposing serial interfaces and amenity to dense integration (e.g. HMC).
UoB, along with Sintecs and Polatis, have evaluated options for best-density vs.
commercial availability of mid-board optics for realizing on-brick optical interfaces, as well
as evaluating options for electrical vs optical in-tray interconnection among bricks.
Sintecs – as the leading partner to integrate and deliver the dReDBox hardware platform
prototype – has been applying integration-specific feasibility and constrained design
controls, pertaining to floorplan budget, power, signal integrity, and financial constraints.
The output of these activities has been actively feeding to the architecture design carried
out in WP2 and has been presented in the form of a hardware reference design in
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deliverable D5.1 “Hardware integration and tests of all bricks and tray (a)” in month 11 of
the project (lead by Sintecs.
The rest two tasks of WP5, namely 5.2 and 5.3, have started in month 12 of the project,
working in tandem with output generated from WP3 and WP4 respectively. The current
focus is on using readily available testbeds (evaluation boards, emulation) that are highly
compatible with the target prototype, facilitating easier integration that is planned to
occur in WP5 as the platform prototype becomes available.
To facilitate the success of the project, access to cutting edge technology for the purpose
of prototyping is a necessary condition. Sintecs has put in substantial effort securing
agreements to gain early access to technology that is not generally available – as e.g. is
the case with Sintecs for access to engineering samples and programming tools to Xilinx
Zynq Ultrascale+ MPSoCs and UoB for same pertaining to access to latest optical
transceiver technology from Luxtera LUX62608 modules – and securing necessary volume
for project prototyping (risk mitigation).
Upcoming and ongoing WP5 tasks will focus on materializing the reference design of the
dReDBox platform, evaluate the produced prototypes with numerous tests on individual
hardware components following best practice assessment methods. In parallel to
hardware platform integration, further tasks will continue integrating and evaluating
system software and programmable logic components with the target platform and
network technologies.

1.2.6 Work package 6: Use cases, Application Migration and Demonstration
The aim and goal of WP6 is to work on the three commercial applications brought by
respective dReDBox partners and have them integrated against the dReDBox platform to
allow them to exploit the arbitrary resource sizing and elasticity capabilities opened up by
dReDBox disaggregation, with the goal of demonstrating the improvement brought to
these applications. WP6 is driven by the requirements and KPIs defined in WP2 and
interacting with WP3, WP4 and WP5 on aspects associated with orchestration,
hypervisor/OS/platform integration, acceleration and use-case adaptation and
experimentation. WP6 started in month 12 of the project; as such, at the time of this
deliverable WP6 has been running for 1 month while it has not yet officially yielded any
deliverables or milestones. The three tasks (T6.1, T6.2 and T6.3) – each corresponding to
each of the three applications – have started with porting source code and dependencies
against the target architecture, while also abiding application deployment by cloud native
patterns.
Upcoming and ongoing WP6 tasks will continue with application porting and a cloud
native deployment, followed by integration with the dReDBox system software and
orchestration. Early evaluation of the use-cases is aimed to feed back to refining design
targets and functionality in WP3 and WP4.

1.2.7 Work package 7: Dissemination and Exploitation
The WP7 activities are progressing as planned. The project website is published on
http://www.dredbox.eu and has been live since March 2016. Content was developed in
collaboration with all members of the dReDBox consortium, with drafts prepared and
circulated following the kick-off meeting in January 2016. The site (screenshot show in
Figure 5) is hosted using a content management system and maintained by Kinesense.
The content management system allows the site to be updated and extended as new
content becomes available. Traffic to the website is tracked by Google Analytics, which
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gives a breakdown of visits by time, location, pages visited, etc. Accepted public
deliverables and scientific publications (list and pointers to manuscripts, as soon as they
become available via proceedings, program or issue release) are being posted to the
project website.

Figure 5 - Landing page of the dReDBox website

To leverage the traction and user base of popular social networks, but also to source
traffic back to the project's web-presence, an appropriate Twitter account (@dredbox) is
registered and used for promoting the project. The dredbox.eu site links to this twitter
account and also displays recent tweets on the first page. Also, the established Linkedin
group “dReDBoX” has 22 members and is used to promote knowledge of the project
among the professional community.
A two page brochure (screenshot shown in Figure 6) was produced to provide an overview
for the project. This brochure is linked from the “Publications” page of the dReDBox
website and is also been handed in printed form at events promoting the project output.
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Figure 6 - dReDBox brochure screenshot

The above mentioned communication and collaboration awareness means are very
relevant to the dReDBox consortium, as important way to boost the interest in this project
in Europe and world-wide on which the news about the project progress and the achieved
milestones are published together with the summaries of the produced deliverables. The
WP7 activities also included the creation of adequate project logo, graphics background
and lay outing for the project posters, flyers and presentation to standardize the project
appearance identification. All these completed activities of Task 7.1 have been reported
in the submitted deliverable D7.1 “Website and Social Media Presence”, led by Kinesense.

1.2.7.1 Press releases
At the beginning of the project a press release was prepared with the aim of disseminating
the new project and its objectives. The press release was written in English and then
translated in other European languages. The Spanish version of the press release was sent
to technical Spanish media by the Communications Department at BSC (1 March 2016).
Also press releases in UK and interviews by online media have already increased and
broadened the visibility of the project. The following list details the impact of this initial
press release
Date
25/01/2016

Country

Title media

Headline

IE

Biz Plus

Kinesense And IBM Share In €6.4m Fund

26/01/2016

IE

Silicon Republic

09/02/2016

NL

Link Magazine

15/2/2016

EU

Irish Examiner

16/2/2016

NL

H2020 Projects.com

11/02/2016

NL

Link Magazine

01/03/2016

ES

ComputerWorld
España

Irish consortium wins €6.4m to develop next-gen
cloud server
Horizon 2020 Subsidie dRedBox consortium om
Cloud computing groener te maken
Kinesense CCTV investigative technology saves
time for police forces
H2020 to support greener cloud computing
Horizon 2020 Subsidie dRedBox consortium om
Cloud computing groener te maken
El Centro Nacional de Supercomputación trabaja
en una arquitectura de 'data center' de bajo
consumo
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01/03/2016

ES

@ComputerworldE
S

01/03/2016

ES

@BSC_CNS

01/03/2016

ES

@BSC_CNS

01/03/2016

ES

SYSGURU

01/03/2016

ES

BSC Facebook page

02/03/2016

ES

Conectrónica

02/03/2016

ES

CIO España

04/03/2016

ES

@TSystems_Iberia

11/04/2016

UK

techWEEK.es

26/05/2016

UK

v3.co.uk

El BSC trabaja en una arquitectura de 'data
center' de bajo consumo
http://bit.ly/bsc_arquitectura_data_center_bajo
_consumo … @BSC_CNS
Cómo integrar los recursos desagregados de un
data center de bajo consumo para mejorar su
eficiencia http://ow.ly/YVkAY @dredbox
El BSC participa en esta investigación financiada
por @EU_H2020 @myCORDIS
El Centro Nacional de Supercomputación trabaja
en una arquitectura de 'data center' de bajo
consumo
El BSC investiga cómo integrar los recursos
desagregados de un data center de bajo
consumo para mejorar su eficiencia.
El BSC-CNS investiga cómo integrar los recursos
desagregados de un centro de datos de bajo
consumo
El CNS de Barcelona trabaja en una arquitectura
de data center de bajo consumo
El @BSC_CNS prepara una arquitectura
#datacenter de bajo consumo
http://bit.ly/1QRgUho @ComputerworldES
#cloud
El BSC-CNS investiga cómo integrar los recursos
desagregados de un data center de bajo
consumo para mejorar su eficiencia
Future of the server: the data centre is the
server

Table 3 - List of initial press releases

1.2.7.2 Peer Reviewed Scientific Publication (published/accepted for publication):
As a result of the Year-1 activities of the project, following scientific publications have
appeared or have been accepted for publications, all having undergone a peer-review
process. The below publications have been reported in deliverables D7.2 and D7.3; the
latter deliverable also includes on a per publication basis an assessment of its scientific
contribution. This was posed as a recommended action as a result of the M9 Review.
1. Katrinis, K., Syrivelis, D. , Pnevmatikatos, D. , Zervas, G., Theodoropoulos, D.,
Koutsopoulos, I., Hasharoni, K., Raho, D., Pinto, C., Espina, F., Lopez-Buedo, S., Chen, Q.,
Nemirovsky, M., Roca, D., Klos, H. and Berends, T., "Rack-scale disaggregated cloud data
centers: The dReDBox project vision." 2016 Design, Automation & Test in Europe
Conference & Exhibition (DATE). IEEE, 2016.
2. Yifan Liu, Hui Yuan, Adaranijo Peters, Georgios Zervas, “Comparison of SDM and WDM
on Direct and Indirect Optical Data Center Networks”, accepted for publication at ECOC
2016.
3. Mishra, V., Chen, Q., Zervas, G., “REoN: A Protocol for Reliable Software-Defined FPGA
Partial Reconfiguration over Network”, IEEE Reconfig 2016, Nov-Dec 2016
4. Chen, Q., Mishra, V., Zervas, G., “Reconfigurable Computing for Network Function
Virtualization: A Protocol Independent Switch”, IEEE Reconfig 2016, Nov-Dec 2016
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5. J.F. Zazo, S. Lopez-Buedo, G. Sutter, J. Aracil, "Automated synthesis of FPGA-based
packet filters for 100 Gbps network monitoring applications”. 2016 International
Conference on Reconfigurable Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig 2016).
6. M. Ruiz, G. Sutter, S. Lopez-Buedo, J.E. Lopez de Vergara, "FPGA-based encrypted
network traffic discrimination at 100 Gb/s”, 2016 International Conference on
Reconfigurable Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig 2016).
7. Adaranijo Peters, Georgios Zervas, “Network Synthesis of a Topology Reconfigurable
Disaggregated Rack Scale Datacentre for Multi-Tenancy”, accepted for publication at OFC
2017
8. Qianqiao Chen, Vaibhawa Mishra, Nick Parsons, Georgios Zervas, “Hardware
Programmable Network Function Service Chain on Optical Rack-Scale Data Centers”,
accepted for publication at OFC 2017
9. G. Zervas, F. Jiang, Q. Chen, V. Mishra, H. Yuan, K. Katrinis, D. Syrivelis, A.Reale, D.
Pnevmatikatos, M. Enrico, N. Parsons, “Disaggregated Compute, Memory and Network
Systems: A New Era for Optical Data Centre Architectures”, accepted for publication at
OFC 2017
10. M. Bielski, C. Pinto, D. Raho, R. Pacalet, “Survey on memory and devices
disaggregation solutions for HPC systems”, 19th IEEE International Conference on
Computational Science and Engineering (CSE 2016), 2016
11. N. Pleros, “Board- and Chip-level Software-Defined Optical Interconnect Architectures
for Multi-socket Communication”, Microphotonics Conference 2016, 11-13 Oct. 2016,
Berlin, Germany
12. N. Pleros, N. Terzenidis, T. Alexoudi, D. Syrivelis, K. Vyrsokinos, and G.T. Kanellos,
“Software-Defined Board- and Chip-level Optical Interconnects for Multi-Socket
communication and Disaggregated Computing” to be presented in HiPEAC 2017, 23-25
Jan. Stockholm, Sweden.
13. Miltiadis Moralis-Pegios, Nikos Terzenidis, Christos Vagionas, Stelios Pitris, Evangelia
Chatzianagnostou, Antoine Brimont, Andrea Zanzi, Pablo Sanchis, Javier Marti-Sendra,
Jochen Kraft, Karl Rochracher, Sander Dorrestein, Bogdan Sirbu, Tolga Tekin, Dimitris
Syrivelis, Leandros Tassiulas, Amalia N. Milliou, Nikos Pleros, Konstantinos Vyrsokinos, “A
programmable Si-photonic node for SDN-enabled Bloom filter forwarding in
disaggregated data centers”, to be presented in SPIE Photonics West, 28-2 Feb. San
Francisco, CA, USA

1.2.7.3 Workshops and dissemination in international networks
Throught the first year of the project, the dReDBox partners have undertaken following
activities for dissemination of project results and purpose, associated with workshops and
relevant dissemination networks:
 "dReDBox project: Efficient blade servers via disaggregation", Dionysios
Pnevmatikatos (FORTH), Microserver: Energy Efficient Servers workshop, in
conjuction with Hipeac Conference, Prague, Czech Republic, Jan. 20, 2016
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“Impact of optical network virtualization – When realizes, what happens and how it
works”, workshop co-hosted with OECC-PS, Motoyoshi Sekiya (Fujitsu Labs), Georgios
Zervas (University of Bristol).
“Sneak Preview of dReDBox Project”, presented by Kostas Katrinis (IBM), Dimitris
Syrivelis (UTH) and Roy Krikke (Sintecs), Advanced Computing and Cyber-Physical
Systems 2016 Collaboration Workshop, Brussels, 14 June 2016
Subscription to HIPEAC; the driving network and probably important to the EU (IBM)
https://www.hipeac.net/network/projects/6813/dredbox/
“dRedBox: Towards Rack-scale disaggregated cloud data centers”, Poster at HiPEAC
2017 conference, January 23-25, 2017, Stockholm, Sweden.
“Disaggregated Recursive Datacentre-In-A-Box”, project description at the Innovation
Europe section of the HiPEAC info 49 newsletter, to be distributed on HiPEAC
2017conference, January 23-25, 2017, Stockholm, Sweden
“Versatile Reconfigurable Acceleration in Data Centers: a Bioinformatics Case Study”,
Nikolaos Alachiotis Dimitris Theodoropoulos Dionisios Pnevmatikatos, Workshop on
Energy-efficient Servers for Cloud and Edge Computing(EnESCE), in conjunction with
the HiPEAC 2017 conference, January 23-25, 2017, Stockholm, Sweden

1.2.7.4 List of projects that dReDBox is liaising with (or in progress to establish
communication channels):
Throughout the project duration, dReDBox partners have identified relevant project
and aim to liaise with:
 ICT STREAMS project (http://155.207.169.35/streams/ )
The objective of STREAMS project is to develop the necessary Silicon Photonics
Transceiver and Routing technologies towards a new, power efficient, WDM-based, Tb/s,
optical on-board interconnection paradigm. STREAMS will develop a distributed routing
system based on a passive Si-Pho AWGR routing element to provide simultaneous any-toany communication between 16 end-points, such as high-end processor sockets. On that
account, constructive collaboration will be established with dReDBox project in terms of
AWGR-based optical network performance metrics that can be employed towards
investigating alternative optical passive routing implementations for Brick-to-Brick or
Tray-to-Tray optical interconnection. .

 ICT Vineyard project (http://vineyard-h2020.eu/en/)
The ICT Vineyard project is about building an integrated platform for energy-efficient
datacenters based on novel programmable hardware accelerators (Dataflow engines and
FPGA-based servers). It aims at developing a high-level programming framework a big
data infrastructure for allowing end-users to seamlessly utilize these accelerators in
heterogeneous computing systems by employing typical data-centre programming
frameworks (i.e. Spark.). The dReDBox architecture is of interest to the vineyard project.
 ICT Uniserver project (http://www.uniserver2020.eu)
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The principal aim of UniServer is to facilitate the evolution of the Internet from an
infrastructure where data is gathered in centralized datacenters to an infrastructure
where data is handled in a distributed and localized manner, close to the data sources
enabling essentially Edge Computing. UniServer aspires to deliver, by 2019, a unique, fully
working prototype able to exploit the intrinsic system heterogeneity with lightweight
software mechanisms for improving the energy efficiency and performance of microservers. The UniServer platform will support classical cloud applications such as financial
trade management and analysis, while enabling the development of new applications at
the Edge of the cloud such as smart traffic control and in-home directed advertisement.
dReDBox shares overlapping value-add targets with Uniserver and will strive to benefit
from the innovation produced by its partner project, as well as share produced
innovation, among others on energy-efficient micro-datacenters, expanded use-case
reach and virtualization technologies. The participation of IBM in both projects is expected
to facilitate ease of information exchange. In fact, this interaction has been materializing
e.g. in the form of deliberations for organization of joint events.
 H2020 ExaNoDe project (http://exanode.eu/)
The ExaNoDe H2020 European project is about development and prototyping of a highly
efficient, integrated, multiway, high performance, heterogeneous compute element for
exascale HPC computing node. Demonstrated using hardware emulated interconnect, it
will build on top of multiple European initiatives for scalable computing, utilizing lowpower processors and advanced nanotechnologies. dReDbox can be definitely interested
in the research done by ExaNoDe on the compute node, with the aim of reducing energy
consumption, while still remaining competitive with respect to other compute node
architectures (i.e., provide higher energy efficiency).
 H2020 ExaNeSt project (http://www.exanest.eu/ )
ExaNeSt develops and prototypes solutions for Interconnection Networks, Storage, and
Cooling, as these have to evolve in order for the production of exascale-level
supercomputers to become feasible. ExaNeSt is addressing HPC challenges by using
ARMv8 energy-efficient cores, close integration of non-volatile memory, efficient
interconnects and virtualization features. The interconnection architecture of dReDBox
might be of interest for ExaNeSt to help scaling on the exascale size. On the other hand,
some studies performed on the UNIMEM memory architecture could be of interest for
dReDBox in order to better shape its memory disaggregation facility.
 H2020 ECOSCALE project (http://www.ecoscale.eu/)
ECOSCALE works towards a scalable programming environment and hardware
architecture tailored to the characteristics of current and future HPC applications. The
ECOSCALE architecture, programming model and runtime system follows a hierarchical
approach where the system is partitioned into multiple autonomous Workers in
Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) partitions. ECOSCALE Workers will employ
reconfigurable accelerators that can perform coherent memory accesses in the virtual
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address space utilizing an IOMMU. Potential synergies with dRedBox lie in the accelerator
architecture and construction, and in the possible application of memory disaggregation
in the UNIMEM memory architecture.
 H2020 Mont-Blanc project (http://www.montblanc-project.eu/)
The Mont-Blanc project has the goal to study building scalable HPC systems based on low
power embedded processing elements such as ARM based SoCs. The project has
successfully experimented with various platforms, clusters and build a prototype of 1080
nodes. Its next challenge is to build an even larger system. BSC is a partner in both the
dReDBoX and Mont-Blanc projects. Because the dReDBoX architecture is based on ARM,
dReDBoX would readily benefit from the knowledge and insights acquired in Mont-Blanc.
Additionally, the hardware, software, workloads and the prototypes build in Mont-Blanc
are already publicly available and accessible and dReDBoX would use them for
experimentation. In fact dReDBoX already uses some of the Mont-Blanc experimental
clusters for evaluation and simulation.
A first tangible outcome of the interaction with relevant EU projects is the organization of
the HiPEAC Workshop on Energy-efficient Servers for Cloud and Edge Computing, to take
place on January 23, 2017 in Stockholm, Sweden. The workshop is a joint organization
between coordinators/partners of four EU projects, namely dReDBox, Vineyard, Uniserver
and M2DC, spanning trending topics and challenges addressed by the on-going actions.
http://conferences.microlab.ntua.gr/enesce2017/).
A more detailed reporting of the dissemination and communication results has been
presented in the submitted deliverables D7.2 “Dissemination Plan and Report (a)” and
D7.3 “Dissemination Plan and Report (b)”, led by UOB. On-going and planned activities
and results thereof are to be reported by month 12 in deliverable D7.3 “Dissemination
Plan and Report (b)”.

1.2.7.5 Exploitation dReDBox project outcomes/results:
The dReDBox consortium has identified units of exploitable results, as shown in the
list below. This list is being monitored and the addition/amendment of such
exploitation units is not precluded, as a result of uncertainty resolution associated
with project objectives throughout the project duration and/or post project lifetime.








Integrated micro-server board with serialized remote memory/accelerator
access
Optical low-latency micro-server interconnect with SDN control
Operating System/Hypervisor extensions for disaggregated systems
Software-defined Memory controller and protocol implementation
Resource Manager for disaggregated systems
Power manager for disaggregated Systems
Pilot applications ready for disaggregated systems (NFV, video and network
analytics)
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Deliverable D7.6 “Preliminary Exploitation Plan” presents on-going exploitation
activities within dReDBox and preliminary plans laid out by project partners to exploit
project results, in alignment with the expected impact of the H2020 ICT-04-2015 Work
Programme Call. As a result of the M9 Review recommended actions, the consortium
will present an updated version of the exploitation plan by month 18. The final plans
of exploitation will be reported in deliverable D7.7, planned to be submitted in month
34 of the project.

1.3 Use of Resources
The use of resources per partner for each Work Package, spanning project execution
from month 1 until end of month 12 of the project, is shown in Table 4 below. WP2
has not expectedly the highest resource use ratio, as it has laid and is delivering
requirements and architecture/interface specification outcome that is fed to other
work packages of the project. It is also expected for WP5 to accelerate on resource
consumption, having entered the integration phase past month 11 of the project.
Overall, there is no significant excess use of planned resources, across partners and
Work Packages.

Table 4 - Use of resources for Year-1, per Work Package, per partner and in total (column group "TOTAL")

2 Follow-up of recommendations and comments from
previous review(s)
The month 9 review of the project took place on October 6, 2016 in Brussels. As a result
of this review, a set of recommended actions to be implemented by the consortium has
been communicated on November 23, 2016. Following actions have been already
undertaken (or otherwise planned, pertaining to recommendations applying to the
future), implementing the recommendations:
Recommendation: All project deliverables that are classified as publicly available (PU)
should be made available from the project public web page.
Implementation: Addressed for all deliverables classified as publicly available and having
been accepted to date. To be addressed continuously as submitted deliverables of same
classification change status to accepted.
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Recommendation: All scientific publications created as a result of the project activities
should be listed on the project public website.
Implementation: Addressed for all publications reported published/accepted to date. To
be addressed continuously as future publications become available, subject to the
timelines and rules mandated by the publisher.
Recommendation: The upcoming work packages should build on results already achieved
in currents WPs, which should be presented in a clear structured manner.
Implementation: To be continuously and throughout project duration addressed
explicitly in execution and presentation of deliverables across Work Packages.
Recommendation: The results of dissemination reported should include an assessment in
terms of actual scientific contribution
Implementation: The recommendation has been implemented in deliverable D7.3,
applying to all scientific dissemination actions undertaken and reported. Same is to be
observed in future deliverables reporting dissemination results.
Recommendation: An additional updated version of the exploitation plan must be
provided for the next review meeting.
Implementation: The consortium will submit an updated version of the exploitation plan
(deliverable D7.6) by month 18 of the project.
Recommendation: An effort should be devoted for observing similar on-going activities,
and provide an appropriate comparison, such as with identified running projects, or
coming from the usual dissemination activities. A continuous evolution of the baseline
needs to be recorded so that it would support the final appreciation of project results.
This should also be considered as a support in continuous evaluation of potential risks
towards the project results.
Implementation: A periodically updated review observing activities of related running
projects and results from relevant dissemination sources, including an effort to put
projects developments and results in perspective to same, will be included in deliverables
D7.4 (M24) and D7.5 (M36). A preliminary version of D7.4 including same will be
submitted by month 18.
Furthermore, the consortium is actively working at the time of this writing to complete
the implementation of following recommendations:
Recommendation: The strong relation of deliverables D2.1, D2.3 and D2.6 must be made
clearly visible in future reporting and their updated versions need to address the
requirements detailed in the attached review report. The KPI missing targeted values
must be updated accordingly.
Implementation: The requirements and KPI target values are to be included in updated
versions of the respective deliverables, whereby the consortium will also strive to make
the strong relation between these deliverables clearly visible.
Recommendation: The consortium is requested to revise the timeline of the targeted
milestones, or introduce additional ones, so that the project can be effectively managed
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during its whole duration, and its progress checked against newly achieved milestones at
each project review.
Implementation: The consortium aims to introduce new official milestones by month 18
of the project. The implementation of this recommendation is to be completed once the
opened amendment session has been executed.
Recommendation: The consortium is requested to adjust the timing of the planned
deliverables such that they are delivered in time for the next review and that the most
up-to-date data is available for the review. Specifically, WP6 is requested to submit the
first version of D6.1, D6.3, and D6.5 before the next project review so that the progress in
WP6 can be evaluated at the review. A similar approach should be taken for the remaining
WPs, namely WP3 and WP5.
Implementation: The consortium aims to shift the submission of deliverables D6.1, D6.2
and D6.3 to month 18 of the project. Also, the consortium aims to schedule submission of
deliverables capturing results and progress of WP3 and WP5 by month 18 of the project.
The implementation of this recommendation is to be completed once the opened
amendment session has been executed.

3 Deviations from Annex 1
3.1 Tasks
The consortium has been asked to revise deliverables D2.1 and D2.3 as a result of the
month 9 project review. Within one month of this request, the consortium has timely
delivered updated versions of these deliverables. These revised versions of deliverables
D2.1 and D2.3 have been declared as “Accepted” in the received month 9 Review Report
and the respective milestone has been declared as “Achieved”. In the same report, the
reviewers have asked the consortium to revise the deliverable D2.6 to reflect changes
undertaken in the last two deliverables and show explicitly the coherency and causality
between requirements and architecture design on one side and specification of layers and
interfaces on the other. The consortium is actively working on reflecting these changes in
deliverable D2.6 to present a revised version to the next review meeting, as mandated in
the M9 Review Report.

3.2 Use of resources
Partner TID has contributed to deliverables in Work Package 2 and thereby costed
resources in the same Work Package. This is a natural evolution as TID is one of the
three use-case providers. Having not prescribed resources for TID in WP2 has been a
typographic error and needs to be corrected by shifting 1 person month from WP6 to
WP2. This correction is now being undertaken in the upcoming amendment of the
Grant Agreement. This does not incur any changes to the project budget.
3.3 Unforeseen subcontracting
There is no unforeseen subcontracting in the project.

3.4 Unforeseen use of in kind contribution from third party against
payment or free of charges
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There is no unforeseen in kind contribution from third party against payment or free of
charges.
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